What Teachers Say…..
 Love the Power to Play, as does our whole K-3 team. Thanks for a great,
useable resource!
 My grade 2 and 3 students really enjoyed this program. They love to sing along
to the songs and have really taken the messages to heart. Every day at lunch
time they can not wait to show me that they have all four food groups in their
lunches!
 I am really enjoying the program and my kids love it!! It is so easy to prepare
and fun songs to sing!!
 We are really enjoying it as a whole class and it is cool to see the changes in
their lunches and they love the new songs to move to!
 Students did not even know they were learning, they were sooooo into it!
 The songs are particularly catchy and can be used for a exercise break!
 The students quickly learned the words to the song on the CD and they really
got into the DVD segments and the lesson ideas!
 The students loved giving themselves a superhero name and power!
 After the first introduction, a child said, “I’m going to get my mom to put more
fruits and vegetables in my lunch!”
 The students really loved seeing “Health” up on our daily schedule!
 Loved the missions!
 Students absolutely LOVE receiving the mission envelopes. I tape them onto
the door and hang them from the ceiling!
 When students heard the Power to Play song they were focused. The DVD and
the music were motivating!
 So motivational and age appropriate!
 We want to implement it school wide with the characters visible around the
school!
 I would recommend this program to any teacher in elementary. IT is a great
resource for the Health Curriculum!
 It is a fun and energetic way to connect with the students!

